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Dear ---- 
     
    I am writing to you about the state of UK theatre. For the moment rather than trying to be 
practical it is a time to write more generally. Theatre is like a sailing ship becalmed in the 
middle of an ocean. It has no sense of direction, instead it congratulates itself on staying 
afloat. To hide its problems from itself it believes its own hype.  I wont repeat what I think 
the consequences are. Ive done that in “The Third Crisis” and other pieces. The situation 
gets worse as the cultural consequences of the economic crisis caused by neoliberalism 
have their effect. Now everything is made for immediate sale. The problem (apart from 
greed) isnt that the customers cant afford to buy (they can go into debt) but the salesmen 
cant afford to wait. The mechanics of the economy demand instant profit. That’s nowhere 
more true than in the theatre. Drama was originally created to avoid the pressures of the 
market. Theatre has abandoned its own purpose and adopted the market’s purpose, which 
is the sustainability of profit. Drama’s  purpose is to create the maturity of humanness. The 
opposite of that purpose is the immaturity of humanness and as it must still posture as 
maturity the consequence is infantilism. It degenerates into de-humanism. Plays may still 
deal with contemporary events but they have no access to the logic with which drama 
relates to the present – the mechanics of drama dont work. Some plays are even 
belligerently contemporary (faux-political) but as they must be infantile the belligerence is a 
tantrum. Tantrums sell well on the market. The endeavour of humanness is reversed, turned 
inside out. Its as if the emptiness of the skull now appears on the face.  That’s why the 
“fun”of the “Three Kingdoms” production was a death rictus. If you read contemporary 
plays without adding in the memory of past drama, they dont add up. They are 
dismembered. 
  
    No social fix can solve the structural problem. (If the ship is sinking you cant take the sea 
on board to stop the ship sinking in it.) There are still some writers who will recreate drama 
because that is the logic of the self when contemporary “individualism” seeks to devastate 
the self. Then the repressed reacts and creates a dramatist. But drama is an institution and 
now it has no institution. When the Royal Court was enlarged it stopped being a drama 
institution. The RNT and RSC never were drama institutions. It would be good to give young 
people the responsibility and means to create a new drama.The idea is laudable and even 
noble till you remember that youth is a market gimmick. Is it any better than the Court 
bringing The Peckham Soap Opera to Sloane Square? -- which was patronising. Groups dont 
create new drama, there’s no instance of one that has. The Royal Court writers group didnt 
create one writer. Some of its members were writers before they joined and were better 
writers when they left. Others were not writers when they joined and were not when they 
left. This was also the disaster of Joint Stock. It lived off the past and created nothing new. 
By the time Max Stafford Clarke had exhausted what he inherited the Court was a market 
stall. Joint Stock also destroyed or damaged the writers it worked with. Lately a university 
students drama group announced a Howard Brenton play. I thought at last! – and it turned 
out to be a play about Heloise and Abelard. You’re more likely to find (though it isnt 
guaranteed) a dramatist slinking or dancing along a city street or staring into a river or 
sitting in a coffee house with friends. Drama is created when all the contradictions of society 
and the wider reality clash in the confines of one person -- and when there is an institution 



open to receive that person. He or she will have touched the pulse of the crowd and will 
bring it into the institution. A writer is the passport for travellers to use. 
  
    We could be diplomatic and say contemporary theatre isnt corrupt.  But the last thing 
drama is or needs is diplomacy. Its means and methods are made to confront the 
diplomatic. Drama is politics. The market uses money, not politics, to take over and merely 
recycle the tensions in the self. When the purpose of theatre is to be part of the market it 
has to be corrupt. Would you tell playwrights society isnt corrupt?  They become 
playwrights because society is corrupt. The trap is that theatre is now part of the corruption. 
The problem is to adequately furnish an institution that would bring together three things: 
the conflict in society that is now unexpressed because of commodification, playwrights 
who crystalize the repressed rage of the crowd into the intellectual clarity of drama, and 
actors and a stage company who need to express that rage in comedy and tragedy. 
  
    I have a drama exercise in which actors are asked to put a table and chair together 
without touching either of them. Its the mechanics of the universe, the mechanics of the 
edge. Its Hamlet’s hiatus. Recently when I showed the exercise to a group of writers they 
produced the usual Royal Court, RSC, RNT evasions. They laughed. It was better for them 
that I didnt take it further. But if I put a cup on the table it becomes the kitchen table. The 
two poles of drama are the kitchen table and the edge of the universe. Drama is in the gap 
between them. Economics, psychology, history et al have their own disciplines. All of them 
are also parts of drama but they become parts of it only when you put them in the gap. If 
you have a story put it in the gap and it becomes a drama. I have seen plays acted by young 
drama groups said to be influenced by my BB plays. They werent. The characters and events 
didnt enter the gap. They danced round it. When the gap in the table-and-chair exercise 
confronted the writers none of them spoke. Their mouths didnt even make sounds. None of 
them gestured as if the mind was cranking up to speak. And yet drama “utters.” The gap is 
the dramatist’s home territory but they did not know it, enter it or hear its silence. Im not 
criticising them personally because they are simply being part of the theatre of our time. 
The playwright sidling along the city street is really sidling in the gap. If you have a story, put 
it in the gap – but you cant do that alone. There must be others to do it with you. You need 
an institution. But this is seems ambiguous because Im describing two absolutely separate 
objective things that in drama are one. I have to elucidate that. There is the reality of the 
concrete, mortar, steel and glass of the institution that is part of the natural world and 
exemplifies its laws. And there is the reality of imagination which (because in drama it has 
the semblance of fantasy but isnt fantastical) has the reality of the objective concrete, etc, 
institution, but in the subjective form of the learnt logic of reality. This logic replicates the 
cause and effect of  objectivity – and the logic of reality is the logic of drama: it makes the 
subjective objective. But how can concrete and steel, and flesh and blood (and, also, 
administration and thought) both be in the same place at once, and be determined by the 
same reality and logic, each mirroring the other’s necessities? How can they share the same 
reality unless both flesh-blood-and-thought and concrete-mortar-and steel have their 
foundations in nothingness – in the nothingness of the gap? This is the structure of drama 
which puts human morality into reality. Otherwise drama would be no more than fantasy, 
than individual preferences and indifference. And then there would be no Tragic because 
there would be no tragic logic. Instead of the Tragic there would be misfortunes left to 
science to clear up. Then we would soon become the victims of science because science has 



no morality. Because of the gap reality is in our minds in a way it is not in the minds of 
animals. In an animal’s mind there is no gap. The gap makes us responsible for reality in the 
way we are responsible for ourselves. Capitalism is a structural mechanism that infiltrates 
this duality so that market-products come to have the power of nothingness, and  so they 
can never be “satisfying” in their own terms: satisfaction would always be postponed by 
nothingness or in a crisis destroyed by it. The market’s infiltration aborts the dramatic 
process through which we create our humanness, and which in the extreme is guarded and 
fulfilled by the Tragic. You can see that this duality is the abrasiveness of evolution which 
self-consciousness has replaced with history and morality, putting in place of evolution’s 
meaninglessness the meaning of the events of history and of morality. Capitalism reverts to 
pre-human evolution with an added twist of satanic-theology: each of us must maximise our 
own consumption and the invisible hand of evolution will ensure that each of us is then fit 
to survive. Capitalism does not admit that it throws its defeated on the scrap heap and 
certainly not that in a moral universe what is lowest must reach up to drag down what is 
highest. That is the moral accusation of Tragedy. In drama you enter the gap to find yourself 
and responsibility for others. (For the sake of completeness: this is the way the new born 
mind enters and becomes part of the geography of reality.) The problem is not to create the 
new drama but to create the institution. The drama is waiting for the institution. The drama 
is the condition of society but the “group” is a fake institution. 
  
    I can now put this argument together. Think of two boxes, separate but side by side. One 
box is imagination in the mind and the other is the natural world (in parts of which we live) 
and its laws of cause and effect. The laws are installed in the self as the sense of reality – 
and, in the same way, in the imagination. Imagination could be fantasy if the 
consequentiality of the laws of the natural world were not integrated in the mind of the self 
as the consequentiality of morality. They are repeated in this way not because we are part 
of the natural world, which we are, but because we also are not. These two boxes are 
contiguous but absolutely separate – except in drama. Drama occurs in the gap between the 
two. Since we are vulnerable and mortal, objective reality (the natural world and its laws) is 
naturally dominant – except in drama. In drama imagination is dominant and it uses the 
laws of nature, and their counterpart in the moral imperative to be human,  to create 
humanness. When the self confronts the gap, and in this way enters it, imagination has the 
reality of the objective world. The self finds the gap totally alien -- and it is there that it finds 
its self. This replicates the human situation in the natural world. (In the exercise, as both the 
chair and the table are perceived by consciousness, they are utterly alien but belong to each 
other.) In the gap the self is both itself and not itself (is alien), and so the self may take on 
another self: may act, be, a character in a play, not by mimicking it but by being it (apart 
from the mere contingently objective, which the imagination supersedes when it objectifies 
its morality). To say “I become another character” means the character takes on the 
authenticity and authority of my self. This could be an illusion of fantasy or a delusion of 
madness, if (to give one of several reasons) it did not take place in the practical institution 
(the building or site) of theatre. The practical institution unites people together in the 
nothingness of the gap that each of them confronts in their own self. The gap is shared. The 
gap shares the many.This is the practice and logic of “simple association” and its 
performance skills which themselves depend on the basis of sharing sociability in the 
undertaking of drama. The performance also includes the audience in this sociability. The 
audience or part of it may seek to reduce the sociability to “simple association,” but it fails 



to do this because nothingness in the gap asserts its authority also in the audience. If the 
audience or part of it persists in seeking this reduction it turns itself into the alien in the gap 
– and ultimately because the gap is in society’s culture as well as in the self, this turns (after 
passing through boredom and weariness) into political reaction, which is the self’s rage and 
revenge on itself for abandoning the human imperative. Drama is the creation of 
humanness and to reject it is inhumanness. This is the difference between theatre and 
drama. 
  
    So the expression “the institution of drama” has two senses. Firstly, it is the drama the 
self creates in the gap. This is an institution because it shares the gap with others and makes 
it the site of society. But, to repeat, this could be the asylum of the mad – and, obviously, in 
the terms of the surface day-to-day world  watching a play is folly.  But the second sense of 
“institution” is the public building or site in which drama in the first sense takes place. The 
self’s reality is authenticated by the reality of the others and the selves of the others are 
authenticated by the confrontation with the same nothingness. This cannot happen in an 
asylum or a church because they site the imagined on the wrong, natural, side of the border 
between the self and the natural world. Madness then becomes a symptom of the 
institution. I say this not to be polemical but to show how ideology smears the boundary 
between the self and reality. Apart from killing them the ultimate offence you can do to 
anyone is to deprive them of their nothingness. Ideology and religion provide a transitory 
freedom which degenerates into the license of madness. Religion deifies nothingness and 
calls it God. Religion turns nothingness into a prison. 
  
    Together the two senses of institution create the social institution of drama. 
  
    The directors who now work in our theatres are not part of the institution of drama. They 
are like salesmen who open a suitcase on the pavement and sell toys that break before they 
can be taken home.The market’s structural need for sales and profit is all-devouring and 
insatiable. It forces it to degrade culture to the infantile and barbarous. This uncanny 
combination, in which we now live, dis-links purposeful cause and consequence, grows big 
on avarice, plunder, penury and chaos and will end in an unsustainable world. We are the 
drama species. We have to put drama back at the centre of our affairs or start to mourn the 
future.        
  
    Best wishes, Edward. 
 


